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The Kelp Highway to the Americas

EXAMPLES: And AleyEska (AriAshiKa) is now Alaska. AssaBaAshiKa (AssaBaShiKaA)
became Athabasca, the Place to Search for Sea Lion. Ashi-tek (Aztec) identified the
people ofMexico as being "From Ashi, islands of}apan.
We can see by analyzing and reconstructing early vocabu lary that there was ample
reason and temptation to move into the continents ofthe New World. I believe this can be
done with language much as the archaeologist collects potshards for their studies. The Kelp
Highway provided a practical and convenient way to explore these new empires. The food and
pelts ofthese prolific animals provided for the welfare of a seafaring people, the Chumash. If
the expeditions took a generation, it is obvious that an advanced society might only bring with
them the essentials. They carried with them only the skills that they needed. The urgent skills
ofsurvival seemed to dictate a "back to nature" mentality. It shou!d not be equated to an
apparent "stone age" existence.
The adventurous people brought to the Americas an admixture ofthree prominent
maritime languages but very little writing. Their vocabulary shows a strong relation to
Chinese, Phoenician and }apanese. The author, in separate papers, has provided the modern
interpretation of over 150 native words pointing back to this ocean-going heritage. It was a
colorfullanguage pervading much ofthe continents. Their penetrating adventure can be
traced from the Middle East---and from Malibu to Manhattan----and the Amazon. After more
than 500 years, we must finally understand.
Note 1: The Empire ofthe People ofthe Sun Tenno-chi-Hi-La-n
The Western Empire (viewed from Atlantic.) Tenno-Sei
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